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Summary 
This article will help you how to develop programs for SAP Mobile RF 

Introduction 

In warehouse management there is always a requirement for faster processes and up to date information. 

For this warehouse operators make use of RF devices to capture the various data such as storage unit 
number, the material number; the quantity etc. 

Typical RF devices are handheld terminals, barcode scanners and truck mounted terminals. 

These RF devices basically have small screens and therefore the information sent to them is limited and just 
up to the need. Also the interaction needed must be minimum so that the processed can be made faster. 

Basically in any requirement for SAP Mobile RF there will be 2 scenarios:- 

• Making changes in standard SAP transaction using user exits. 

• Making custom development. 

This article will basically concentrate on how to develop custom programs. 

Example Scenario 

Consider an example scenario as follows: 

You have an inbound delivery with handling units. The goods receipt for the same should be done. 

For this the GR transfer order should be created; it should be confirmed and a put away transfer order should 
be created for the same. 

All these 3 processes should happen with a single transaction without any break. 

The standard RF transaction for put away by TO is LM03. The standard RF transaction for Goods receipt by 
delivery is LM76. 

Thus in order to archive our solution we will have to merge together the processes of several RF transactions 
and create a single RF transaction. 

Therefore we will have to develop a custom RF transaction which would merge all the 3 processes. 

Prerequisites 

Prior to develop any RF program please go through the documentation at the following IMG details in SPRO. 

SPRO--> Logistics Execution--> Mobile Data Entry 
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Concepts 

There are 2 parts involved in developing custom RF transactions. 

• Development 

• Customization 

RF Screens 

There are 2 size of screen which would be required to be developed. 

8X40 and 16X20. The RF devices used will have screens of either of the 2 sizes so you will have to design 
both in order to serve for any type of RF device. 

The examples for the screens are as follows:- 
 

This is the 8X40 format 

 
 

Technically the screen will be as follow:- 

The screen size is of 8 rows and 40 columns 
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This is the 16X20 format. 

 
 

Technically the screen will be as follows: 

 
 

The screen size is of 16 rows and 20 columns 

The choice of the screen depends upon the device which will be used. Both the screens will have to be 
designed.  

Depending upon the RF device used the screens should be called.  

The selection of which screen to be shown will be a customizing setting which is to be done in transaction 
LM00. 
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Transaction LM00 

 
 

Once the screen format is set; it will remain the same throughout and will only change if it changed once 
again via LM00. 

Alternately you can also specify the screen size for the user via the following IMG path. 

Logistics Execution-->Mobile Data Entry-->RF Queue Management-->Assign Processor to Queues 

 
 

The screen size is to be set 
here.
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Here you can assign users to the particular queue along with the specific screen sizes. 

Development 

An RF program basically involves calling to various screens and processing them. 

The development should proceed in the following steps:- 

• Creation of the executable program. 

• Creation of the screens. 

• Creation of the function modules to access the screens. 

• Screen Programming. 

• Subroutines to call the screen and check the data coming from the screen. 

• Assigning Transaction code to the program. 

• Assigning the transaction code to the RF Menu. 
 

Creation of the executable program: 

The basic program structure will be as follows: 

There will be a single executable program which will be attached to a transaction. 

In this program there would be a recursive calls to various screens and processing of the same. 
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The executable program will have a structure like this: 

 
 

The sequence of steps to be followed is as follows: 

• Include the standard includes RLMOBINC and LLMOBLCD. These are needed so as to access the 
various global data which will be needed in the different function modules which will be used to do 
the processing such as goods movement, transfer order creation, transfer order confirmation etc. 

• Check the authority of the user for the particular RF transaction using FM 
AUTHORITY_CHECK_TCODE  as follows 
 
  call function 'AUTHORITY_CHECK_TCODE' 
    exporting 
      tcode  = sy-tcode 
    exceptions 
      ok     = 0 
      not_ok = 2 
      others = 3. 
  if sy-subrc ne 0. 
    message s172(00) with sy-tcode. 
  endif. 
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• Get the user own data. This is needed to know which format the user is going to use so that the 
screens can be called accordingly. This data also helps to know about the warehouse and queue to 
which the user is attached. Get the user's data using the FM ' L_USER_DATA_GET'. This can be 
done by making a call to subroutine USER_OWN_DATA in the standard include RLMOBOWN. 

• As you can see the program basically consists of a recursive calls to different screens and 
processing them accordingly. 

• Assign the first screen of the particular transaction to the variable CALL_SCREEN and then do a 
recursive call to the different screens within the WHILE-ENDWHILE loop. The screen number 
assigned to the variable call_screen will always be the logical screen. 

• The subroutines CALL_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain a Function Module which will call a 
particular RF screen. This Function module will have the importing parameters as the data which is 
to be passed to the RF screen and the exporting parameters will be basically the data which would 
be returned from the RF screen after the user has entered the same. 

• The subroutines CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain the processing logic which is to be 
done after user has entered some data on the RF screens and pressed any buttons. 

• This kind of programming structure is followed so as to put minimum processing load on the RF 
screens. 

• The screens would be just used as a means to capture data from the user. The actual processing 
would happen in the calling executable program in the subroutines CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX so as 
to fasten up the processes. 

Creation of the Screens 

There will be 2 types of screen for any RF development: 

Logical Screen and Actual Screen 

This concept of logical screen and actual screen combined with the screen format helps us to attend to the 
needs of different RF devices. 

The linkage of logical to actual screen is customized at the following IMG path. 

Logistics Execution-->Mobile Data Entry-->Define Screen Management 
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As see above there are 2 actual screens for 'Select by Delivery'. Screen no 2104 and Screen no 0104. 

Screen 2104 is of size 16X20 and Screen 0104 is of size 8X40. They both are linked together by the 
common logical screen 0104. 

Both the logical screen as well as the actual screen should physically exist for the particular module pool 
program. 

Incase of custom RF developments we can keep screen numbers 8XXX for logical screen and screen 
number 9XXX for actual screens. Within the size formats the screen number can be odd or even. 
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For example: 

 
 

Here we have screen 8714 as a common logical screen for 'Trolley Assignation' screen and screen 9715 as 
16X20 screen and screen 9714 as 8X40 screen. This is just a recommendation for easy understanding and 
better readability. 

Physically all the 3 screens should be created. The size of the logical screen can be any of the two. 

Please note that the logical screen will never be called. 
 

As explained earlier there will be 2 screen formats which need to be developed for every screen. 

The points to be noted while developing screens are as follow:- 

• The overall layout for all the screens should be same. 

• The placement of buttons should be same and the function keys associated with the buttons should 
be always the same so as to maintain consistency with the devices. 

• For example the buttons SAVE, NEXT, CLEAR and BACK should be always on the top as in the RF 
device. 

• The function codes associated with them should always be the same i.e F1 (Save), F4 (Next), F2 
(Clear) and F3 (Back). 

• This is because these buttons are the freqently accessed buttons. 

• The function specific buttons such as F5 (Det), F6 (Diff) should be on the lower side of the screen. 

• The buttons should always be used from the standard dictionary structure RLMOB. 

• The GUI status can be copied from the screens of program SAPLLMOB. 

• All the screens developed for your custom RF programs should belong to a single function group. 

• This helps to maintain consistency. 
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Frequently used general push 
buttons 

Function Specific 
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Creation of Function Modules to Call the Screens 

The subroutine CALL_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain a function module which will call the particular 
actual screen from the corresponding logical screen. 

 
 

This function module will have different exporting and importing parameters as per the functionality needed 
on the screen. These function modules will serve as communicators between the screens and the 
executable programs. The data which is to be displayed on the screen will be passed to the importing 
parameters of the function modules. The actions performed on the screen and the relevant data entered on 
the screen will be returned back to the executable program from the screen via the exporting parameters. 
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Consider the function module details as follows: 

 
 

As seen in the code above, the FM Y_DETERMINE_SCREEN_NUMBER is used to get the physical screen 
pscrn from the logical screen lscrn. To determine the physical screen from the logical screen we can make 
use of standard FM DETERMINE_SCREEN_NUMBER 

The data to be passed to the different fields of the screen is populated into the fields from the importing 
parameters before making a call to the screen. 

After the screen is called the data is passed from the fields of the screen to the exporting parameters of the 
FM. 

Data from screen 
passed to the FM 

Call the physical 
screen

Get the physical screen 
from the logical screen 

Data from FM 
passed to the screen 
fields 
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The screen which will be called by the FM as shown: 

 
 

 

Programming of the Screen 

The screen will contain PBO and PAI modules as in a normal module pool program. 

 
 

As seen the PBO contains modules for setting the PF status, the cursor positioning and the verification field 
settings. The PAI contains the module for handling the user command. 

 

VEKP-EXIDV 

RLMOB-CMATN 

RLMOB-CQTY 
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The PAI module is as follows: 

 

 
 

As seen in the PAI module 'y_user_command1 input' you can see that within the screen not much of 
programming is done. Just the values are passed to the various fields and then the control is sent back to 
screen 0. The control then comes back to the statement after CALL SCREEN in the FM 
Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX. The screen ok_code is passed back as the exporting parameter of the FM. 
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Subroutines to Call the Screen and Check the Data Coming from the Screen 

The subroutines Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX and Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX basically manage the 
interaction between the executable program and the RF screens. Once the control returns back to the 
executable screen from the FM Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX; the actual processing which is to be done for 
whatever action the user has performed on the screen XXXX will be done in the subroutine 
Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX. 

The check subroutine for our previous screen is as follows: 

 
 

As seen depending upon the value of the screen OK_CODE, the various processes will be carried out. 

In case the TO has to be confirmed on pressing the SAVE; then the corresponding FM will be called within 
the subroutine Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX and the next screen which should come up will be passed to the 
variable CALL_SCREEN of the executable program. 

All the processing actions such as validation of materials or the HU entered or confirmation of TO etc should 
be carried out in the Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX of that particular screen. Thus in this way the RF screens 
are not overloaded and the process flow is smooth and faster. 

Thus in this way you can create a custom RF transaction with several screens as per the requirement to 
cover the various flows. All the functional processes such as creation of TO, confirmation of TO, creation of 
goods receipt should be achieved by making use of the appropriate standard function modules available in 
SAP. 
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Assign Transaction Code to the Program 

Once the executable program is created you should assign a transaction code to it via SE93. 

 
 

The transaction code will be of type Program and Selection Screen 
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Assign Transaction Code to the RF Menu 

Finally assign the transaction code to the particular point in the RF menu via customizing. 

Check with the functional consultants where to assign the particular transaction code. 

 
 

 
 

The concepts shown here will help you to design a custom program and transaction for any RF scenario 
which the customer wants to customize. 
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https://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/scn/forums 

For more information, visit the ABAP homepage. 
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice 
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not 
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade. 

SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document, 
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk. 

SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or 
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and 
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this 
document. 
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	Summary
	This article will help you how to develop programs for SAP Mobile RF
	Introduction

	In warehouse management there is always a requirement for faster processes and up to date information.
	For this warehouse operators make use of RF devices to capture the various data such as storage unit number, the material number; the quantity etc.
	Typical RF devices are handheld terminals, barcode scanners and truck mounted terminals.
	These RF devices basically have small screens and therefore the information sent to them is limited and just up to the need. Also the interaction needed must be minimum so that the processed can be made faster.
	Basically in any requirement for SAP Mobile RF there will be 2 scenarios:-
	 Making changes in standard SAP transaction using user exits.
	 Making custom development.
	This article will basically concentrate on how to develop custom programs.
	Example Scenario

	Consider an example scenario as follows:
	You have an inbound delivery with handling units. The goods receipt for the same should be done.
	For this the GR transfer order should be created; it should be confirmed and a put away transfer order should be created for the same.
	All these 3 processes should happen with a single transaction without any break.
	The standard RF transaction for put away by TO is LM03. The standard RF transaction for Goods receipt by delivery is LM76.
	Thus in order to archive our solution we will have to merge together the processes of several RF transactions and create a single RF transaction.
	Therefore we will have to develop a custom RF transaction which would merge all the 3 processes.
	Prerequisites

	Prior to develop any RF program please go through the documentation at the following IMG details in SPRO.
	SPRO--> Logistics Execution--> Mobile Data Entry
	Concepts

	There are 2 parts involved in developing custom RF transactions.
	 Development
	 Customization
	RF Screens

	There are 2 size of screen which would be required to be developed.
	8X40 and 16X20. The RF devices used will have screens of either of the 2 sizes so you will have to design both in order to serve for any type of RF device.
	The examples for the screens are as follows:-
	This is the 8X40 format
	Technically the screen will be as follow:-
	The screen size is of 8 rows and 40 columns
	This is the 16X20 format.
	Technically the screen will be as follows:
	The screen size is of 16 rows and 20 columns
	The choice of the screen depends upon the device which will be used. Both the screens will have to be designed. 
	Depending upon the RF device used the screens should be called. 
	The selection of which screen to be shown will be a customizing setting which is to be done in transaction LM00.
	Transaction LM00
	Once the screen format is set; it will remain the same throughout and will only change if it changed once again via LM00.
	Alternately you can also specify the screen size for the user via the following IMG path.
	Logistics Execution-->Mobile Data Entry-->RF Queue Management-->Assign Processor to Queues
	Here you can assign users to the particular queue along with the specific screen sizes.
	Development

	An RF program basically involves calling to various screens and processing them.
	The development should proceed in the following steps:-
	 Creation of the executable program.
	 Creation of the screens.
	 Creation of the function modules to access the screens.
	 Screen Programming.
	 Subroutines to call the screen and check the data coming from the screen.
	 Assigning Transaction code to the program.
	 Assigning the transaction code to the RF Menu.
	Creation of the executable program:

	The basic program structure will be as follows:
	There will be a single executable program which will be attached to a transaction.
	In this program there would be a recursive calls to various screens and processing of the same.
	The executable program will have a structure like this:
	The sequence of steps to be followed is as follows:
	 Include the standard includes RLMOBINC and LLMOBLCD. These are needed so as to access the various global data which will be needed in the different function modules which will be used to do the processing such as goods movement, transfer order creation, transfer order confirmation etc.
	 Check the authority of the user for the particular RF transaction using FM AUTHORITY_CHECK_TCODE  as follows
	  call function 'AUTHORITY_CHECK_TCODE'
	    exporting
	      tcode  = sy-tcode
	    exceptions
	      ok     = 0
	      not_ok = 2
	      others = 3.
	  if sy-subrc ne 0.
	    message s172(00) with sy-tcode.
	  endif.
	 Get the user own data. This is needed to know which format the user is going to use so that the screens can be called accordingly. This data also helps to know about the warehouse and queue to which the user is attached. Get the user's data using the FM ' L_USER_DATA_GET'. This can be done by making a call to subroutine USER_OWN_DATA in the standard include RLMOBOWN.
	 As you can see the program basically consists of a recursive calls to different screens and processing them accordingly.
	 Assign the first screen of the particular transaction to the variable CALL_SCREEN and then do a recursive call to the different screens within the WHILE-ENDWHILE loop. The screen number assigned to the variable call_screen will always be the logical screen.
	 The subroutines CALL_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain a Function Module which will call a particular RF screen. This Function module will have the importing parameters as the data which is to be passed to the RF screen and the exporting parameters will be basically the data which would be returned from the RF screen after the user has entered the same.
	 The subroutines CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain the processing logic which is to be done after user has entered some data on the RF screens and pressed any buttons.
	 This kind of programming structure is followed so as to put minimum processing load on the RF screens.
	 The screens would be just used as a means to capture data from the user. The actual processing would happen in the calling executable program in the subroutines CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX so as to fasten up the processes.
	Creation of the Screens

	There will be 2 types of screen for any RF development:
	Logical Screen and Actual Screen
	This concept of logical screen and actual screen combined with the screen format helps us to attend to the needs of different RF devices.
	The linkage of logical to actual screen is customized at the following IMG path.
	Logistics Execution-->Mobile Data Entry-->Define Screen Management
	As see above there are 2 actual screens for 'Select by Delivery'. Screen no 2104 and Screen no 0104.
	Screen 2104 is of size 16X20 and Screen 0104 is of size 8X40. They both are linked together by the common logical screen 0104.
	Both the logical screen as well as the actual screen should physically exist for the particular module pool program.
	Incase of custom RF developments we can keep screen numbers 8XXX for logical screen and screen number 9XXX for actual screens. Within the size formats the screen number can be odd or even.
	For example:
	Here we have screen 8714 as a common logical screen for 'Trolley Assignation' screen and screen 9715 as 16X20 screen and screen 9714 as 8X40 screen. This is just a recommendation for easy understanding and better readability.
	Physically all the 3 screens should be created. The size of the logical screen can be any of the two.
	Please note that the logical screen will never be called.
	As explained earlier there will be 2 screen formats which need to be developed for every screen.
	The points to be noted while developing screens are as follow:-
	 The overall layout for all the screens should be same.
	 The placement of buttons should be same and the function keys associated with the buttons should be always the same so as to maintain consistency with the devices.
	 For example the buttons SAVE, NEXT, CLEAR and BACK should be always on the top as in the RF device.
	 The function codes associated with them should always be the same i.e F1 (Save), F4 (Next), F2 (Clear) and F3 (Back).
	 This is because these buttons are the freqently accessed buttons.
	 The function specific buttons such as F5 (Det), F6 (Diff) should be on the lower side of the screen.
	 The buttons should always be used from the standard dictionary structure RLMOB.
	 The GUI status can be copied from the screens of program SAPLLMOB.
	 All the screens developed for your custom RF programs should belong to a single function group.
	 This helps to maintain consistency.
	Creation of Function Modules to Call the Screens

	The subroutine CALL_SCREEN_XXXX will basically contain a function module which will call the particular actual screen from the corresponding logical screen.
	This function module will have different exporting and importing parameters as per the functionality needed on the screen. These function modules will serve as communicators between the screens and the executable programs. The data which is to be displayed on the screen will be passed to the importing parameters of the function modules. The actions performed on the screen and the relevant data entered on the screen will be returned back to the executable program from the screen via the exporting parameters.
	Consider the function module details as follows:
	As seen in the code above, the FM Y_DETERMINE_SCREEN_NUMBER is used to get the physical screen pscrn from the logical screen lscrn. To determine the physical screen from the logical screen we can make use of standard FM DETERMINE_SCREEN_NUMBER
	The data to be passed to the different fields of the screen is populated into the fields from the importing parameters before making a call to the screen.
	After the screen is called the data is passed from the fields of the screen to the exporting parameters of the FM.
	The screen which will be called by the FM as shown:
	Programming of the Screen

	The screen will contain PBO and PAI modules as in a normal module pool program.
	As seen the PBO contains modules for setting the PF status, the cursor positioning and the verification field settings. The PAI contains the module for handling the user command.
	The PAI module is as follows:
	As seen in the PAI module 'y_user_command1 input' you can see that within the screen not much of programming is done. Just the values are passed to the various fields and then the control is sent back to screen 0. The control then comes back to the statement after CALL SCREEN in the FM Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX. The screen ok_code is passed back as the exporting parameter of the FM.
	Subroutines to Call the Screen and Check the Data Coming from the Screen

	The subroutines Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX and Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX basically manage the interaction between the executable program and the RF screens. Once the control returns back to the executable screen from the FM Y_CALL_SCREEN_XXXX; the actual processing which is to be done for whatever action the user has performed on the screen XXXX will be done in the subroutine Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX.
	The check subroutine for our previous screen is as follows:
	As seen depending upon the value of the screen OK_CODE, the various processes will be carried out.
	In case the TO has to be confirmed on pressing the SAVE; then the corresponding FM will be called within the subroutine Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX and the next screen which should come up will be passed to the variable CALL_SCREEN of the executable program.
	All the processing actions such as validation of materials or the HU entered or confirmation of TO etc should be carried out in the Y_CHECK_SCREEN_XXXX of that particular screen. Thus in this way the RF screens are not overloaded and the process flow is smooth and faster.
	Thus in this way you can create a custom RF transaction with several screens as per the requirement to cover the various flows. All the functional processes such as creation of TO, confirmation of TO, creation of goods receipt should be achieved by making use of the appropriate standard function modules available in SAP.
	Assign Transaction Code to the Program

	Once the executable program is created you should assign a transaction code to it via SE93.
	The transaction code will be of type Program and Selection Screen
	Assign Transaction Code to the RF Menu

	Finally assign the transaction code to the particular point in the RF menu via customizing.
	Check with the functional consultants where to assign the particular transaction code.
	The concepts shown here will help you to design a custom program and transaction for any RF scenario which the customer wants to customize.
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